
What  is  the  the  "Fair  Housing Act"?
 

GOAL
Help more Wisconsin families find and maintain

safe and affordable rental housing. 

HOW
Legal Action of Wisconsin filed a Rule Petition 22-03

asking the Court to use its authority to reduce the

length of time eviction records are held. Under the

current rule, all eviction records are kept for 20

years, some are no longer on WCCA after 2, but even

those files remain for 20 years. Landlords use these

records to make decisions about who they rent to,

meaning a decades old hardship or

miscommunication can affect the housing options

available to a family for decades to come. We are

asking the Court to reduce that record retention

period to one year for most eviction cases and keep

the retention period at twenty years only for

evictions where the court orders a renter to pay back

money to their landlord. 

WHY?
PROBLEMS FOR PEOPLE WHO RENT 

Everyone deserves a safe place to call home and the

opportunity to secure safe and affordable rental housing

without unfair barriers. Unfortunately, in Wisconsin, the

excessive length of time eviction filings remain on a renter’s

record, whether a judge ends up granting an eviction or not,

greatly impacts their rental options moving forward. These

records will cause families to be forced to live in higher

cost, lower quality housing, often leading to poverty and

exacerbating systemic racism and segregation in housing.

An eviction is a traumatic and destabilizing event that

impacts the entire community. It happens quickly relative to

other housing court procedures, like foreclosure, and often

results in the loss of personal property, like furniture and

clothing. Children often must start over in new schools with

new teachers and lessons. With the current record retention

rules, a temporary financial hardship for a family which

caused a traumatizing time in their lives, ends up following

them and impacting their options for a safe and affordable

home for decades to come.

PROBLEMS FOR LANDLORDS 

It can be difficult for a non-attorney to assess court records.

Yet it is legal for landlords to rely on any court record to

deny a family housing, regardless of what happened in the

eviction case. Most eviction cases do not result in a person

being evicted, yet the record of that case will continue to

impact the tenant for decades. Since evictions are

disproportionally filed against Black renters, landlords who

rely on eviction records to decide whether to rent to

someone perpetuate these disparities. The proposed

changes allow landlords to continue to have access to

relevant information to make business decisions and, in

fact, will give them a clearer picture of who is a viable

renter. 

Doing what we can to help families avoid this hardship, while allowing rental properties to run
effectively, is vital to the stabilization and dignity of our communities. We believe this Petition takes a
step in that direction. 
Learn more about the Rule Petition 22-03 and how you can help on 
legalaction.org/impact-work

https://www.legalaction.org/impact-work


In 2020, Wisconsin, the
eviction filing rate against

Black women is

the rate of white women renters 
2x

A 2016 Dane County report
states that “eviction may

serve as means to ‘police’ the
boundaries between

different communities and
therefore contribute to the

overall pattern of racial
segregation.” 

30% of eviction defendants nationwide
are Black when they make up just 20%

of the renter population

Black renters also experience the
highest rates of eviction judgements
among the population facing eviction

filings



 Communities of color have

historically been pushed into

less safe  and  less stable

housing.  These  disparities  

 are glaring when comparing  a 

 map from 1938 showing the 

 redlined areas of Milwaukee 

 with a recent map which shows

where evictions  were filed in

2020  against families who rent

their homes.

The disparate use of evictions to reinforce these racialized
boundaries perpetuates the cycle: relegating communities
of color to unsafe, unstable, and unaffordable housing;
housing from which they are more likely to be evicted. A
court record maintenance system which allows landlords to
wield evictions both as a tool and a threat perpetuates this
cycle. By implementing Legal Action’s proposed retention
rule change, the Wisconsin Supreme Court can begin to
address the long-term harmful effects that eviction filings
and judgments have on all renting families in all of our
communities throughout Wisconsin


